Abstract Feature-based similarity retrieval has become an important research issue in multimedia database systems. The features of multimedia data are useful for discriminating between multimedia objects (e g documents, images, video, music score, etc.). For example, images are represented by their color histograms, texture vectors, and shape descriptors, and are usually high-dimensional data. The performance of conventional multidimensional data structures(e g; R-Tree family K-D-B tree, grid file, TV-tree) tends to deteriorate as the number of dimensions of feature vectors increases. The R * -tree is the most successful variant of the R-tree. In this paper we propose a SOM-based R * -tree as a new indexing method for high-dimensional feature vectors. The SOM-based R * -tree combines SOM and R * -tree to achieve search performance more scalable to high dimensionalities. We experimentally compare the retrieval time cost of a SOM-based R * -tree with that of an SOM and an R * -tree using color feature vectors extracted from 40,000
Introduction
With the increasing use of new database applications for dealing with highly multidimensional data sets. technology to support effective query processing with such a data set is considered an important research area. Such applications include multimedia databases. medical databases, scientific databases, time-series matching, and data analysis/data mining. For example. in the case of image searches, a typical query of content-based image retrieval [1] [2] [3] is "find images with similar colors, texture, or shapes in a collection of color images". The features used in this query are useful to discriminate multimedia objects (e.g.. documents. images, video, music score etc. [20] have been proposed to access such high-dimensional feature vectors effectively. These index trees work effectively in low to medium dimensionality space (up to 20-30 dimensions).
However, even a simple sequential scan performs better at higher dimensionalities [7] .
In this paper, we propose: Firstly, a SOM-based R * -tree as a new indexing method for high-dimensional feature vectors. The SOM-based R * -tree [5] to achieve search performance more scalable to high dimensionalities. Secondly. we consider a similarity search for image data. SOM. which is a kind of neural network, which provides mapping from a data set of high-dimensional feature vectors onto a usually two dimensional space. The mapping preserves the topology of the feature vector, and is called a topological feature map. The vectors contained in each node of the topological feature map are usually called codebook vectors.
In spite of all the benefits of SOM described above. its application has been limited by some drawbacks in terms of the interpretability of a trained 5GM and the complexity of search time for a best-matching node. A best-matching-image-list (BMIL) holds similar images that are closest to each codebook vector. Where as more than one similar image is classified in each node of the topological feature map, there are empty nodes in which no image is classified. These empty nodes result in unnecessaxy disk access, thus degrading retrieval perfonnance. When we build an R * -tree, we use codebook vectors of the topological feature map which eliminates the empty nodes and allow us to build an index using fewer nodes than the number of nodes in the SOM. Therefore, using our similarity search technique, we expect the search time to be faster than the search time of SOM.
This paper is organized as follows : In section 2, we provide an overview of related work. In Section 3, we present the algorithm of the SOM and R * -tree, and describe the SOM-based R * -tree proposed in this research. We experiment in order to compare the SOM-based R * -tree with the SOM and R * -tree alone in terms of retrieval time cost using color feature vectors extracted from 40,000
image. The experimental results are discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 presents -3 -the concluding remarks.
Related Works
In this Section, we describe the related work on clustering methods and high-dimensional index structures.
Clustering There are supervised and unsupervised clustering methods for clustering similar data. During the training phase in supervised clustering, both the input data and the desired output are presented to the neural network. If the output of neural network differs from the desired output, the internal weights of the neural network are adjusted In unsupervised clustering, the neural network is given only the input vectors and the neural network is used to create abstractions in the input space.
SOM is an unsupervised self-organizing neural network that is widely used to visualize and interpret large high-dimensional data sets. In this study, the reasons for using SOM are as follows: (i) No prior assumption is needed for distribution of data, (ii) the learning algorithm is simple, (iii) we do not need an external supervised signal for input and it learns self-organizationally, and (iv) similarity can be found automatically from multidimensional feature vector, and similar feature vectors are mapped onto neighboring regions on the topological feature map, in particular, highly similar feature vectors are mapped on the same node.
High-dimensional index structure Many techniques, including R-tree [4] , R-tree[l7], SS-tree [18] . SR-tree [19] , X-tree [20] , TV-tree [16] , and Hybrid tree [7] have been proposed to index feature vectors for similarity search. Despite various attempts at accessing high-dimensional feature vectors effectively, the current solutions are far from satisfactory. Although these index structures can scale to medium dimensionalities, above a certain dimensionality they are outperformed by a simple sequential scan through the database. This occurs because the data space becomes sparse at high dimensionalities, causing the bounding regions to become large [7] .
We selected the R * -tree among other index techniques for the following reasons: (i)
This index structure is the most successful variant of the R-tree, (ii) it can be applied to spatial data such as geography and CAD data, and (iii) it can be used as an index structure for feature space such as image retrieval currently.
In order to realize an SOM-based R * -tree, we built an R * -tree using a topological feature map and a BMIL by learning the SOM. The use of an SOM-based R * -tree avoids unnecessary disk access during searching by eliminating the empty nodes on the topological feature map. In addition, our proposed technique can build R * -tree using fewer nodes than the number of nodes in SOM. Therefore, the number of node to visit decreases, and search time is
shortened. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been until now notable indexing techniques like our method 
R * -Tree
In the field of database systems, various index structures (see Section 2) have been proposed recently as multidimensional indexing techniques. As one of these techniques, the R * -tree improves the performance of the R-tree by modifying the insertion and split algorithms and by introducing the forced reinsertions mechanism [5] . The R * -tree is proposed as an index structure for spatial data such as geographical and CAD data. Currently, it is used as an index structure of feature space. such as for image retrieval [2] . The R * -tree, the most successful variant of the R-tree. is a multidimensional index structure for rectangular data; it is a height-balanced tree corresponding to a hierarchy of nested rectangles. Nodes and leaves correspond to rectangles in the hierarchy and a disk page is allocated for each. Each internal node contains an array of (P, ) entries, where P is a pointer μ to one child node of this internal node, and is the minimum bounding rectangle μ (MBR) of the child node pointed to by the pointer P. Each leaf node contains an array of (OID, ) for spatial objects. where OID is an abject identifier, and is the μ μ MBR of the object identified by OID. Therefore, the rectangle of the root node corresponds to the MBR of all the data entries, while the rectangle of an internal node corresponds to the MBR of the data entries contained in its lower leaves. The regions of the R * -tree are allowed to overlap each other, and because sibling regions can overlap each other, the search time for a point query depends on the amount of overlap and not the height of the tree. The number of entries in each node is called a fanout. The fanout of a root node is at least 2 unless it is a leaf.
The fanout of the other nodes is between m and M, where 2 < m <M/2. The M value of leaf nodes may be different from that of internal nodes when objects are point data. Fig. 2 . shows an example of an R * -tree.
SOM-Based R * -Tree
The construction of a SOM-based R * -tree consists of two processes; clustering similar images and construction of R * -tree, as follows.
Clustering similar images We first generate the topological feature map using the SOM. We generate the Fig. 2 . An example of R * -tree structure. This is not, however. generally the case and some map nodes still hold multiple images [11] . This means that empty nodes occur in a topological feature map when the BMIL is generated. Empty nodes refer to the portion of the node (vector) spaces that contains no matching feature vectors. Empty mode indexing causes unnecessarv disk access, thus degrading search performance. The space requirement can be reduced by indexing only live nodes (in contrast to empty nodes).
Construction of R * -tree In the construction of a SOM based R * -tree, we use the R * -tree algorithm [5] . Here. let one point on the n-dimensional space corresponding to each codebook vector of the topological feature map and the space covering all codebook vectors corresponds to the root node. In order to construct the R * -tree,
we select a node of codebook vector from the topological feature map as an entry.
If selected node from topological feature map is an empty node, we select the next codebook vector. Otherwise, we determine the leaf node which insert codebook vector. The insertion algorithm of the R * -tree determines the most suitable subtree to accommodate the new entrv(i. e.. codebook vector) by choosing a subtree whose centroid is the nearest to the new entry. When a node or a leaf is full, the R * -tree reinsets or splits its entries.
Otherwise, the new entry is added into the node or leaf. A leaf of the SOM-based R * -tree has the following structure:
A leaf L consists of entries M), where m and M are the minimum and the maximum number of entries in a leaf. Each entry contains an OID and its MBR . The node structure of the SOM-based R μ * -tree is same as that of the R * -tree(see 3.2) as shown in Fig. 4 .
Experiments
We performed experiments to compare the SOM based R * -tree with a normal MBytes of memory. and all data was stored on its local disk.
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Experimental Methodology
Feature Extraction In this study, we extract color features from the image data, and use it in the experiments. To computer feature vectors, we use Haar wavelets [12] .
which are a kind of wavelet transform. Haar wavelets provide the fastest computations and have been found to perform well in practicei [1] . One disadvantage of using Haar wavelets is that the Table 2 Tree Structure Table 3 R-tree file size(real data) Construction of SOM-based R * -tree As shown in Table 1 . we determine that the map size is almost the same as the number of images in the image databases. We generated the topological feature map using color feature vectors via the learning of the SOM, and the BMIL is generated using this feature map. The empty nodes occupied 53% to 60% of the original map size. As the map size becomes larger. the number of empty nodes increases. This means that images of high similarity are classified in the same node mutually regardless of map size.
-11 -Therefore. reducing the number of nodes and speeding up search time can be realized by eliminating empty nodes: an R * -tree built with this pruned set of nodes will have a smaller overall index size. Table 2 compares the structure of a normal R * -tree with that of the SOM-based R * -tree for each data set. The height of the tree is not that different, however both the total number nodes and the time cost of building the index decrease. These observations reduce memory usage and retrieval access time. The larger the data set, the more efficient the index, as can be clearly seen in Table 3 .
Experimental Results
In order to measure search time, we experimented with four types of searches : images. Thus, eliminating empty nodes significantly reduces retrieval time by removing unnecessary distance computations. We also compared the performance of the 5GM-based R * -tree with that of the R * -tree based on 10-NN retrieval time cost, as shown in Fig. 6 . In this comparison the nearest OID was obtained for a given query. The retrieval time of the SOM-based R * -tree is far shorter compared to the R * -tree, by 3 to 15 times. The results show that building the R * -tree with overall original feature vectors improves retrieval performance.
Furthermore, the SOM-based R * -tree performs much better than SOM alone, which sequentially searches feature vectors. These experimental results clearly show that a SOM-based R * -tree is more efficient for similarity retrieval.
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Conclusions
In this study. we proposed SOM-based R * -tree for dealing with similarity retrieval from high-dimensional data sets. Using a topological feature map and a best-matching-image-list (BMIL) obtained via the learning of a SOM, we constructed an R * -tree. The major finding of this study is that building an R * -tree in which the empty nodes in the topological feature map are removed yields an R * -tree with fewer nodes, thus enhancing performance by decreasing unnecessary access, node visits, and overall search times.
In an experiment, we performed a similarity search using real image data and compared the performance of the SOM based R * -tree with a normal SOM and R * -tree, based on retrieval time cost. The R*-tree with fewer nodes experimentally verified to shorter search time, and search efficiency was improved due to the use of a k-NN search, compared to SOM.
